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HIGH FIVE
In celebration of the 100th
anniversary of Chanel N°5, the
brand unveils an equally iconic
collection that celebrates the past
by looking to the future.
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SOUTHERN COMFORT
Nothing hits the spot more
than comfort food, and with
the addition of The Coop at
Union Burger Bar, your plate
will never be half empty.
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ON THE TABLE
New farm-to-fridge market
Wishbone Farms owner and
Hamptonite Josh Lebowitz talks
inspiration, weekend boxes and
favorite foods of the summer.
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111

FASHION PLATE
New York-based fashion
designer Tanya Taylor launches
a cheerful home collection filled
with entertaining options.

BOTTOMS UP
CEO of Pinhook Bourbon—and
the East End’s very own—Alice
Peterson dishes on her latest
business ventures, favorite ways
to serve a drink and the best
Hampton happy hours.
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PRETTY IN PINK
These two rosés are perfectly
suited for late-summer soirees
and nights of celebration.

MAKING WAVES
Interior design duo Robert
and Cortney Novogratz craft
a breezy, charming Montauk
surf shack.
HAMLET HOT SPOTS
Top luxury real estate agent
Michelle Griffith lays out her
guide to the Hamptons’ best.

122

TOP TALENT
Interior design aficionado Alfredo
Paredes uses his unmatched vision
to make a story of anything he
creates. Here, his curation to
inspire your own home’s look.
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HORSING AROUND
We check in with Shelli
Breidenbach, the esteemed
equestrian behind the lens of this
year’s Hampton Classic poster.
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ONE WITH NATURE
Sag Harbor-based Allison Babcock
brought this contemporary
Scandinavian beach home to
fruition for clients who lead a
clean and sustainable lifestyle.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT, PHOTOS BY: CHLOE GIFKINS PHOTOGRAPHY; TRIA GIOVAN; MATTHEW WILLIAMS

high summer capsule has
arrived to elevate Hamptonites’
closets with timeless coastalchic pieces.
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space HOME
A pair of vintage,
midcentury chairs
re-covered in a
cream-colored
fabric, a painting
by Hamptonsbased artist
Michele D’Ermo
and custom curtain
panel fabric from
Rogers & Goffigon
in the living room.
Opposite page: A
custom dining table
and table base
made by Living
Wood Design under
a custom light
fixture created in
collaboration with
Robert Lewis Studio.
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One With Nature
SAG HARBOR-BASED INTERIOR DESIGNER ALLISON BABCOCK
BROUGHT THIS CONTEMPORARY SCANDINAVIAN BEACH
HOME TO FRUITION FOR CLIENTS WHO LEAD A CLEAN AND
SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLE.
BY ELLA CHAKARIAN // PHOTOGRAPHED BY TRIA GIOVAN

Wishing to truly connect with nature, a pair
of homeowners chose the natural beauty of
Southampton to serve as the background
to their custom-built, contemporary
Scandinavian-inspired abode.
What followed was the need for an
interior designer who understood their
clean, eco-conscious lifestyle—that’s where
interior design maven Allison Babcock
stepped in. Babcock’s adaptive personality
and eye for detail allowed her to craft a
chic yet cozy space where midcentury and
contemporary furnishings blend.
From the outside, the home reflects
quintessential Scandinavian architecture

as a result of integrating wood and natural
materials, and a focus on natural light. But
the inside is arguably where the magic
unfolds. “The homeowners wanted a light,
textural and cozy house that could be
enjoyed year-round,” Babcock shares. “We
incorporated a variety of fabrics that bridge
the desire to feel warm in the summer and
cozy in the winter.” Case in point: Classic
natural tones, sleek finishes and fixtures,
overlapping textures and large windows
welcoming ample sunlight make each
room in the abode flawlessly radiant. The
relaxed living room in particular showcases
a coalescence of textures, with an RH
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Clockwise from top: In the
upstairs hallway, a bench
outfitted with a linen cushion
with fabric from Arabel Fabrics
and a painting by Michele
D’Ermo; a custom wood wall
panel in the living room
with an RH sectional and
teak root coffee table from
Phillips Collection; the kitchen
painted with Benjamin Moore
Calm and white-washed oak
cabinetry by East End Kitchen.
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Clockwise from left: In the primary bedroom, a custom
bed by Allison Babcock and a pair of floating Chadhaus
Design custom night stands; the seating area in the primary
bedroom features custom linen panel fabric from Arabel
Fabrics; dining table by Gloster from Thayers Outdoor Living
in Bridgehampton paired with dining chairs from CB2.

sectional, midcentury
chairs flanking the gas
fireplace and a Phillips
Collection teak coffee table.
Babcock designed a slated
wall that lies in the living
room, which separates the
room from the floating
staircase in order to keep
the stairs concealed while
simultaneously achieving
an open layout.
“We kept the palette
neutral and incorporated a
combination of new pieces
infused with vintage
Danish furniture to give
it a sense of warmth and
patina,” Babcock explains.
The primary bedroom is
a prime example of the
eclectic combination the
designer speaks of. With a
white custom bed platform
by Allison Babcock and
accompanying custom
night tables by Chadhaus
paired with minimalistic
vintage Limburg pendant
lights, the space radiates
both comfort and quaint

charm—a theme
evident throughout the
entire residence.
The peaceful, private
backyard with cascading
trees is the perfect place
for the homeowners to
bask in the outdoors. With
the expertise of landscape
architect Geoffrey
Nimmer, the whimsical,
viridescent yard space
with a custom-designed
sectional and coffee
table by Allison Babcock
offers a tranquil retreat to
escape to.
“In the end, the
home perfectly captured
their personality and
philosophy of clean,
beautiful living,” Babcock
says about the finished
product. “Designing
custom pieces with local
artisans and craftspeople
really anchored the home
to its beautiful natural
surroundings, which really
was something we all
wanted to achieve.”
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“The home perfectly
captured their
personality and
philosophy of clean,
beautiful living.”
–ALLISON BABCOCK
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Spell wood sectional, end
tables and coffee table
all custom designed by
Allison Babcock

DESIGN
DETAILS
LOCATION

Southampton

TYPE

Single-family home

DESIGNER

Allison Babcock Design
LLC
allisonbabcock.com

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
Geoffrey Nimmer
Landscapes
geoffreynimmerlandscapes.com

VENDORS
1stdibs
Midcentury chairs
and vintage Limburg
pendant lights
1stdibs.com
Allison Babcock
Design LLC
Custom bed platform,
custom-design sectional
and patio coffee table
allisonbabcock.com
Chadhaus
Custom night tables
and carpet
chadhaus.com
Phillips Collection
Teak coffee table
phillipscollection.com
RH
Living room sectional
rh.com
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